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REAL ESTATE FUND 

Report by the Director-General 

In part I of this document the Director-General reports to the 
Executive Board on the status of projects being financed from the 
Real Estate Fund, and in part II he reports on the estimated 
requirements of the Fund for the period 1 June 1988 to 31 May 1989. 

The Executive Board may wish to recommend to the Forty-first 
World Health Assembly that it authorize the financing from the Real 
Estate Fund of the projects considered in part II and summarized in 
part III of the present report, the costs of which, at present 
accounting rates of exchange, are estimated at US$ 376 250, Part III 
also contains a draft resolution for consideration by the Board. 

INTRODUCTION 

This report is divided into 

Part I provides information 
Estate Fund and undertaken prior 

three parts: 

on the status of current projects financed from the Real 
to 31 May 1988; 

Part II lists the requirements for activities which it is proposed to finance from the 
Real Estate Fund for the period 1 June 1988 to 31 May 1989； 

Part III provides a summary of the estimated requirements of the Fund and proposes a 
draft resolution for consideration by the Board. 

The Annex contains a table showing the estimated situation of the Fund as at 
31 December 1987, to which another table, showing obligations and expected obligations up to 
that date, is appended• 

I. STATUS OF CURRENT PROJECTS UNDERTAKEN PRIOR TO 31 MAY 1988 

1. Regional Office for Africa 

1.1 The maintenance work oil the roads immediately around the Regional Office building has 
now been completed and, subject to the settlement of final 
within the estimated amount of US$ 13 ООО.1 

1.2 Work has been completed on the roofs of the apartment 
of final bills the expenditure incurred is US$ 143 000, as 
of USi 200 ООО.2 

accounts, is expected to remain 

blocks. Subject to the settlement 
compared with the estimated amount 

ê
r
y
 4 

1 Document EB67/1981/REC/1, p. 141. 
2 Document EB71/1983/REC/1， p. 89. 
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1.3 As reported last year, the work on the resurfacing of the roads outside the periphery of 
the Regional Office has been completed. The final accounts have not yet been settled; 
however, the total cost is expected to remain within the estimated amount of US$ 100 000.1 

1.4 Minor work and the settlement of final accounts are still outstanding for the repairs to 
the roofs of villas C20 to C23 and D24 to D26. The project is not expected to exceed the 
estimated amount of US¿ 136 000.2 

1.5 The work on the extension of the Regional Office building has progressed well and the 
extension should be completed by the end of 1987. The cost of this project will not exceed 
the original local currency equivalent of the estimated amount of US$ 750 000.2 

1.6 The replacement of the two older air-conditioning units in the Regional Office has been 
delayed due to some local problems regarding customs clearance. The estimated cost of the 
project, now expected to be completed by the end of 1987, will not exceed the original local 
currency equivalent of the estimated amount of US右 320 000.^ 

1.7 The deteriorating security situation in the Djoué compound of the Regional Office and 
the easy accessibility of first floor apartment windows necessitates the installation of 
grills on all such windows. The total cost of this project, which has been estimated at 
US$ 22 000, is being financed from the Real Estate Fund in accordance with resolution 
W H A 2 3 . H — 

1.8 The water pressure in the apartments of the Djoué estate has been gradually 
deteriorating. The current situation is that many apartments are without water from the 
early morning to late afternoon. To resolve this situation a water pressure booster has to 
be installed. The total cost of this project, estimated at USÍ 24 000, is being financed 
from the Real Estate Fund in accordance with resolution WHA23.14. 

1.9 The construction in 1983 of a small WHO representative1 s office building and three staff 
houses in Malabo was financed from the Real Estate Fund. Climatic conditions have resulted 
in serious deterioration of these buildings. Urgent minimum repair work has been authorized 
for an amount of US¿ 15 000, to be financed from the Real Estate Fund in accordance with 
resolution WHA23.14. 

2. Regional Office for the Americas/Pan American Sanitary Bureau (PASB) 

2.1 Work on the replacement of the granite façade of the PAH0/WH0 building has been delayed 
owing to some problems with local suppliers, and should now be completed by the end of 1987. 
The total cost of this project has been reduced, and consequently WHO1s financial 
participation (i.e. 25% of the cost) will now be USÍ 52 500, as compared with the previously 
estimated amount of USÍ 87 500.3 

2.2 The project for the renovation of the РАНО 
difficulties encountered with local contractors, 
project by the end of 1987 within the estimated 
participation would be US¿ 33 588.4 

3. Regional Office for South-East Asia 

computer room has been delayed owing to 
It is nonetheless expected to complete the 

cost of US¿ 134 350, in which WHO's financial 

3.1 The work on the extension of the Regional Office has been completed and the final 
accounts settled at US¿ 673 497, as compared with the estimated amount of ÜSÍ 675 000.5 

3.2 The waterproofing of the roof of the Regional Office, for which a cost of ÜS¿ 100 000^ 
was estimated, has yet to be started. 

1 Document EB71/1983/REC/1, p. 89. 
2 Document EB73/1984/REC/1, p. 29. 
3 Document EB77/1986/REC/1, p. 110. 
4 Document EB79/1987/REC/1, p. 108. 
5 Document EB67/1981/REC/1, p. 142. 
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4. Regional Office for the Eastern Mediterranean 

4.1 The replacement of the electrical wiring and distribution panels in the Regional Office 
is expected to be completed by the end of 1987. The cost will not exceed the estimated 
amount of USÍ 75 ОООЛ 一 

4.2 Work on the installation of false ceilings in the Regional Office, the cost of which was 
estimated at USÍ 52 ООО,1 has not yet started. 

5. Regional Office for the Western Pacific 

5,1 The installation of the new telephone exchange and auxiliary equipment has been 
completed. Subject to the settlement of final bills the expenditure incurred is US$ 295 668, 
as compared with the estimated amount of US$ 350 000.^ 

6. Headquarters 

6.1 The renovation of the roof of the headquarters building and the technical installations 
built thereon will be completed by early 1988. It is recalled that the original estimate was 
usi 240 000,3 which, at the then prevailing exchange rate, was Sw.fr. 520 000. The current 
expenditure, subject to the settlement of final bills, is Sw.fr. 537 755, which, at the rates 
of exchange prevailing on the dates of specific expenditures, corresponds to US$ 339 000. 

6.2 Completion of the work on the remodelling of the eighth floor of the headquarters 
building has been slightly delayed and should be completed by the end of 1987. The project 
is not expected to exceed the original local currency equivalent (Sw.fr. 2 485 000) of the 
estimated amount of US$ 1 165 ООО.3 

II. ESTIMATED REQUIREMENTS FOR THE PERIOD 1 JUNE 1988 TO 31 MAY 1989 

7. Regional Office for Africa 

7.1 The national electrical company in Brazzaville is in the process 
electricity transmission system for the entire city, and the Regional 
change its present electrical transformers in order to match the city 
system. The estimated cost of this project is USÍ 50 000. 

7.2 The main lift in the Regional Office building is in very poor condition due to its age. 
Its frequent breakdowns and the lack of availability of spare parts for this model, now out 
of production, make it necessary to have it replaced. The estimated cost of the replacement 
is US$ 35 000. 

7.3 The two septic tanks serving six apartment blocks (A to F) on the Djoué estate, built in 
1964, are no longer functioning properly and must now be replaced at an estimated cost of 
US i 85 000. 

7.4 The telephone installation in the Regional Office is over 20 years old and suffers from 
frequent breakdowns. Repair is expensive and often difficult in view of the lack of spare 
parts for the switchboard, which has been out of production for several years. 
Telecommunications to and from the Regional Office have always been very difficult, and 
improvement is therefore a priority need. In view of the multiplicity of factors involved, 
as well as the potentially large investment, it is proposed to carry out technical and 
feasibility studies to determine the precise requirements of the Regional Office and to 
identify solutions and costs. The estimated cost of these studies is US$ 50 000. 

of changing the 
Office will need to 
electricity supply 

1 Document EB79/1987/REC/1, p, 108. 
2 Document EB73/1984/REC/1, p. 29. 
3 Document EB77/1986/REC/1, pp. 110 and 111. 
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7.5 The north-eastern limits of the Djoué estate borders a rapidly expanding village. In a 
continuing effort to improve security it is intended to construct a wall along the boundary 
of the Djoué estate and the village. This measure will assist in protecting WHO property and 
safeguarding the tenants in WHO dwellings. The length of the wall would be 500 metres, and 
its construction is estimated to cost USÍ 115 000. 

8. Regional Office for the Americas 

8,1 Solar heat on the south side of the Regional Office building makes it necessary to 
operate the air conditioning system for nearly 10 months of the year in order to maintain 
comfortable temperatures inside the offices. The installation of a cooling tower on the roof 
of the building, which will use natural air current movement, will reduce the energy 
requirements by 20% and result in savings in electricity consumption. The total cost of this 
project is estimated at US$ 65 000, of which WHO'S financial participation, at the rate of 
25%, will amount to US¿ 16 250. 

9. Regional Office for the Eastern Mediterranean 

9.1 The building housing the Regional Office for the Eastern Mediterranean, which is 
situated on the sea front, is over 50 years old. As a result of erosion over time and salt 
air corrosion, the masonry façade of the building now requires repair as well as protection 
from further damage. The surface to be restored and protected is approximately 2500 m^, 
and the cost of this work is estimated at US¿ 25 000. 

10. Headquarters 

10.1 The headquarters telephone exchange and installation are now 20 years old and repair and 
maintenance are proving to be problematic owing to lack of spare parts. In fact, it appears 
probable that within the next two years the Swiss PTT will no longer be in a position to 
service the present exchange• In addition, the present electromechanical switching mechanism 
does not allow the utilization of telecommunication facilities that would be available to an 
electronic telephone switching system. A feasibility study carried out in 1985 by a firm of 
consulting engineers indicated that WHO should envisage renovating its telephone installation 
in three to four years1 time. Since it would take a year to complete such a project, it was 
considered useful to inform the Executive Board at this stage that it will be necessary to 
present to its eighty-third session (January 1989) a request to renovate the telephone 
exchange. In 1985 the estimated cost for this was Sw.fr. 5 000 000. Such a project, if 
approved in January and May 1989, would be completed only in June 1990. 

III. SUMMARY 

11. To summarize, on the basis of the foregoing considerations, the estimated requirements 
of the Real Estate Fund for the period 1 June 1988 to 31 May 1989 are as follows: 

US$ 

Replacement of electrical transformers at the Regional Office for Africa 
(paragraph 7.1) 50 000 

Replacement of the main lift at the Regional Office for Africa 
(paragraph 7.2) 35 000 

Replacement of 2 septic tanks for apartments on the Djoué estate, 
Regional Office for Africa (paragraph 7.3) 85 000 

Feasibility study for a new telephone system in the Regional Office 
for Africa (paragraph 7.4) 50 000 

Construction of a wall along the north-eastern limits of the 
Djoué estate, Regional Office for Africa (paragraph 7.5) 115 000 

Financial participation in the construction of a cooling tower at the 
Regional Office for the Americas (paragraph 8.1) 16 250 
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US$ 

Restoration and protection of the façade of the building housing the 
Regional Office for the Eastern Mediterranean (paragraph 9.1) 25 000 

Total estimated requirements 376 250 

Estimated unencumbered balance of the Real Estate Fund, including accrued 
interest, as at 31 December 1987 (see Annex) rounded off at 445 000 

12. In the light of the above, the Executive Board may wish to adopt a resolution along the 
following lines: 

The Executive Board, 

Noting the report of the Director-General on the status of projects 
from the Real Estate Fund and the estimated requirements of the Fund for 
1 June 1988 to 31 May 1989; 

RECOMMENDS to the Forty-first World Health Assembly the adoption of 
resolution: 

The Forty-first World Health Assembly, 

Having considered resolution EB81.R.. and the report of the Director-General 
on the status of projects financed from the Real Estate Fund and the estimated 
requirements of the Fund for the period 1 June 1988 to 31 May 1989; 

Recognizing that certain estimates must necessarily remain provisional because 
of the fluctuation of exchange rates ； 

AUTHORIZES the financing from the Real Estate Fund of the expenditures 
summarized in part III of the Director-General1 s report, at the estimated cost of 
US i 376 250. 

being financed 
the period 

the following 



REAL ESTATE FUND 
ESTIMATED SITUATION AS AT 31 DECEMBER 1987 

(expressed in US dollars) 

1 January 1970 - , Q Q / , QQl- 100乙 1 û û 7 a Total 
oi n u m o o 1984-1985 1986-1987 — { c . 、 31 December 1983 (from inception) 

1. BALANCE AT 1 JANUARY 5 902 911 4 057 223 

2. INCOME 
Balance of Revolving Fund for Real Estate 
Operations (resolution WHA23.14) 68 990 68 990 

Casual income appropriated (resolutions WHA23.15, 
WHA24.23, WHA25.38, WHA28.26, WHA29.28, WHA33.15, 
WHA34.12, WHA35.12, WHA36.17) 13 807 436 13 807 436 
WHA37.19 805 000 805 000 
WHA39.5 196 000 196 000 

Transfer from Part II of the Working Capital Fund 
(resolution WHA23.15) 丄 128 414 1 128 414 

3 532 979 594 540 770 000 4 897 519 
Interest 3 014 885 9A6 A20 430 000 4 391 305 
Other 1 567 1 567 

Total income 21 554 271 2 345 960 1 396 000 25 296 231 

Total funds available 21 554 271 8 248 871 5 453 223 

3. OBLIGATIONS AND EXPECTED OBLIGATIONS 
(see Appendix to this Annex) 15 651 360 4 191 648 5 008 204 24 851 212 

4. BALANCE AT 31 DECEMBER 5 902 911 4 057 223 445 019 445 019 

a 
一 Estimated. 
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Appendix 

REAL ESTATE FUND 

OBLIGATIONS AND EXPECTED OBLIGATIONS FROM INCEPTION (1 JANUARY 1970) TO 31 DECEMBER 1987 
(expressed in US dollars) 

Purpose 
Relevant 

authorization 
(resolution/ 
decision) 

Obligatic 

1 January 1970 -
31 December 1983 1984-1985 1986-1987 Total 

Maintenance, 
for staff 

repairs and alterations to houses 

Regional Office for Africa 
Regional Office for the Eastern Mediterranean 

WHA23.14, 
para. 3(i) 

2 075 175 240 225 754 796 3 070 196 
55 807 42 430 24 000 122 237 

2 130 982 282 655 778 796 3 192 433 

2. Major repairs, and repairs to the Organization's WHA23.14, 
existing buildings para. 3(ii) 
Headquarters: 

Current repairs . 903 101 903 101 
Restoration oJ E the structural safety of the WHA35. ,12 and 
eighth floor < )f the main building WHA36. ,17 32 434 332 566 365 000 
Renovation of the Headquarters' roofing and 

the technical installations built thereon . WHA39. ,5 339 000 339 000 
Remodelling oJ E the Headquarters' eighth floor WHA39. 5 1 488 000 1 488 000 

Regional Office for Africa 759 107 38 116 570 344 1 367 567 
Regional Office for the Americas 86 088 86 088 
Regional Office for South-East Asia 16 075 100 000 116 075 
Regional Office for Europe 152 447 262 747 13 621 428 815 
Regional Office for the Eastern Mediterranean . 24 800 127 000 151 800 
Regional Office for the Western Pacific . . . . 376 939 181 107 392 694 950 740 

2 191 594 555 279 3 449 313 6 196 186 

Acquisition of land, construetlon/extension of WEA23.14 
buildings para. 3(iii) 
Headquarters 
Main building: 

Transfer to Headquarters Building Fund for 
part settlement of litigation with Compagnie 
française d'Entreprise WHA23.18 

Acquisition of land WHA23.17 
Second prefabricated building WHA24.22 
Third prefabricated building WHA28.26 
Architectural studies for proposed extension of WHA24.22 and 
main building WHA25.38 

Alterations to 'V' building WHA33.15 
Additional car park WHA33.15 
Construction of a building to house the kitchen 
and restaurant WHA36.17 

Regional Office for Africa 
Construction of additional staff housing . . . WHA23.16 
First extension of Regional Office building . . WHA23.16 
Second extension of Regional Office building . WHA28.26 
Acquisition of land for additional staff 

housing WHA24.24 
Conversion of staff housing WHA34.12 
Construction of small office building and staff 
housing in Malabo, Equatorial Guinea . . . . WHA34.12 

Third extension of Regional Office building . . WHA37.19 
Regional Office for the Americas 
Construction of Zone Office, Brasilia (WHO'S 
contribution) WHA25.39 

Construction of a building for the Caribbean 
Food and Nutrition Institute (WHO'S contribu-
tion) WHA35.12 

Regional Office for South-East Asia 
Extension of Regional Office building WHA24.25 
Fire-fighting equipment and emergency generator WHA28.26 
Installation of new telephone exchange . . . . Dec.EB63(8) 
Extension of Regional Office building, inclu-
ding new air-conditioning plant and electri-
cal substation WHA34.12 

Additional stand-by generator WHA35.12 

655 
000 

799 

243 
102 
104 

140 
095 
791 
575 

832 
658 
564 

6 978 

936 
751 
930 

13 
11 

937 
585 
588 

517 
789 

599 287 

100 000 

300 000 

137 
63 
112 

540 
65 

331 
172 
079 

975 
489 

2 721 866 

281 166 

17 061 757 939 

8 478 

110 366 
19 302 

655 
000 
689 
799 

243 
102 
104 

140 
095 
791 
575 

832 
658 
564 

2 728 844 

936 
751 
930 

13 
292 

599 
775 

937 
585 

517 
955 

287 
000 

100 000 

300 000 

22 156 

137 
63 

120 

673 
84 

331 
172 
557 

497 
791 
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Relevant Obligations 
authorization 

P U r P O S e January 1970 - 鲁 侧 舰 僅 £ T o t a l decision) 31 December 1983 

Regional Office for Europe 
Renovation of additional premises: WHA27.15 and 

39 Strandpromenaden WHA29.28 
33 Strandpromenaden Dec.EB63(8) 

Installation of new telephone exchange . • • • WHA29.28 
Preliminary architectural study for extension 
of Regional Office building WHA34.12 

Lift and toilet facilities for disabled persons 
in the Regional Office WHA34.12 

Regional Office for the Eastern Mediterranean 
Extension of Regional Office building WHA25.40 
Additional extension of Regional Office building WHA38.9 
Regional Office for the Western Pacific 
Installation of fire detection and control 
equipment WHA27.16 

Extension of Regional Office building WHA29.28 
Additional extension of Regional Office 
building WHA33.15 

Total acquisition of land, construetion/extension 
óf buildings 

TOTAL OBLIGATIONS AND EXPECTED OBLIGATIONS 

93 
91 

190 

213 
546 
000 _ 

93 
91 

190 

213 
546 
000 

63 707 - 63 707 

32 627 5 475 - 38 102 

39 634 
190 000 -

39 
190 

634 
000 

25 
537 

097 
437 — 

25 
537 

097 
437 

1 090 141 - 1 090 141 

11 328 784 3 353 714 780 095 15 462 593 

15 651 360 4 191 648 5 008 204 24 851 212 

—Estimated. 
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REAL ESTATE FUND 

Regional Office Accommodation for the Eastern Mediterranean 

At its thirty-fourth session, in October 1987, the Regional 
Committee for the Eastern Mediterranean considered the problem of 
inadequate accommodation for the Regional Office, and decided in 
favour of the option of extending the present building in Alexandria, 
Egypt, to be financed from the Real Estate Fund and, hopefully, from 
voluntary contributions from Member States. The situation is drawn to 
the attention of the Executive Board and the Health Assembly, and it 
is proposed that the sum of US$ 10 000 be earmarked from the Real 
Estate Fund for a detailed architectural study and plans, preliminary 
to a final decision on undertaking the extension. 

Introduction 

1. The Regional Office for the Eastern Mediterranean was officially established in 
Alexandria, Egypt, pursuant to resolution EB3.R30 in 1949. Since then the Regional Office 
has occupied a site and building kindly provided by the Government of Egypt. Over the years, 
with the increase in programmes and workload, the Regional Office has expanded, and now has 
virtually outgrown the present accommodation. The matter has been under consideration by the 
Regional Director and the Regional Committee over the last two years. The Regional 
Committee, in resolution EM/RC33/R.15, asked Member States to consider the possibility of 
obtaining additional funding for building accommodation. The matter was brought to the 
attention of the Executive Board at its seventy-ninth session-̂ - (January 1987) and the 
Fortieth World Health Assembly (May 1987), in view of its potential implications for location 
and accommodation of the Regional Office and its possible financing under the Real Estate 
Fund, taking into account the current financial situation of the Organization. 

2. The Regional Committee for the Eastern Mediterranean has considered two basic 
alternatives, within which a number of specific options are available. The two basic 
alternatives are to transfer the Regional Office to the Cairo area, or to remain in 
Alexandria in new or expanded premises. 

3. At its thirty-fourth session, in October 1987, the Regional Committee decided in favour 
of the second option - i.e., extending the present building in Alexandria. The background 
situation, future space requirements, basic alternatives and cost estimates on which this 
decision was based are outlined below. 

1 Document EB79/INF.DOC./3. 
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Offices 
Conference rooms 
Library 
Cafeteria 
Stores 
Workshops 
Telephone exchange 
Computers 
Lavatories, etc. 
Corridors 

2 135 
140 
200 
67 

223 
89 
17 
106 
180 
630 

115 
3 

10 
3 
1 
2 
8 

2 500 
300 
200 
100 
390 
100 

20 
110 
200 
580 

150 
5 

10 
3 
1 

Background situation 

4. Since 1949 the Regional Office for the Eastern Mediterranean in Alexandria, Egypt, has 
been located in the old quarantine authority premises which were kindly made available by the 
Government of Egypt on a plot of land at Shareh Sultan Abdel Aziz. WHO pays a nominal rental 
of less than one Egyptian pound per year for the use of the premises. 

5. The building was originally two storeys high, but with the growth of the WHO programmes 
in the Region it became necessary first to add two storeys to the structure, and then to 
acquire an annex for library and supply at some distance from the main office building. A 
shuttle transportation service is maintained between the annex and the main building. Some 
additional work facilities were accommodated by placing staff together in some work areas, 
and by storing supplies and documents in corridors and by adding some rooms immediately 
behind the main office building. Work is under way to extend some roof-top offices within 
the structural limitations of the building. 

6* An absolute space limitation has now been reached, and it is structurally impossible to 
make sufficient additional space available in the main building for the future running of the 
Office. There are now 23 Member States in the Region, and there is not enough conference 
room space for sessions of the Regional Committee. Large assemblies, as oil the occasion of 
World Health Day, are difficult to organize. There is insufficient parking space. 
Furthermore, because of the age of the building, electrical wiring, computer data cabling, 
water supply and other systems can only be installed or repaired with difficulty, in a 
patchwork manner. Unreliable telephone and other communications constitute a serious problem 
for the running of the Regional Office. 

Future space requirements � 

7. Various options have been considered, including the possibility of relocating the 
Regional Office in available premises or a new construction in the Cairo area, or remaining 
in Alexandria in new or expanded premises. A new or expanded Regional Office building 
facility in Cairo or Alexandria would need to have sufficient space for offices and work 
areas for approximately 55-56 professional staff and 145-155 general service staff, 
conference facilities for the Regional Committee and other meetings, as well as space for 
library, cafeteria, stores, workshop, telephone system, computer centre, standby generator 
and parking. 

8. Minimum and optimal future space requirements for the efficient running of the Regional 
Office, compared with existing space, are estimated to be as follows: 

Minimum 
Existing space desirable space 

No. m^ No. m^ 

Optimal 
desirable space 

No. m^ 

Total 3 787 500 000 

000 
800 
400 
200 
400 

о
 о

 о
 о
 о
 

5
 2
 3
 о
 о
 

2
 
1
2

 
6
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Basic alternative 1; Transfer the Regional Office to the Cairo area 

9. The Regional Director has discussed with officials of the Egyptian Government the 
possibility of relocating the Regional Office to the Cairo area, either to occupy already 
existing premises, if available, or to construct a new building on land being developed in 
the Cairo or Heliopolis areas. Several sites have been inspected, but these were considered 
unsuitable for Regional Office purposes and are no longer available. 

10. Cairo has a number of advantages over Alexandria as a location for the Regional Office, 
from the standpoint of travel and communications. Most air travel to and from Alexandria 
must pass via Cairo, with considerable inconvenience, loss of time and greater expense to 
both the Office and the Member States. The Alexandria location also means that the Regional 
Office does not have convenient access to Egyptian Government agencies located in Cairo, and 
consideration has consequently been given to the need to have a WHO Representative's office 
in that city. Moreover, the Regional Office in Alexandria does not have convenient access to 
embassies of other Member States, which are also located in Cairo, and it has been necessary 
for the Regional Office to maintain a Liaison Office there. 

11. Transfer to new premises in the Cairo or Heliopolis area would permit the Regional 
Office to take optimal advantage of completely functional efficient technology in an entirely 
new building. It would be possible to envisage a modern construction, not exceeding four 
storeys, of a functional modular, but attractive design, for convenient and low-cost 
operation and maintenance. The number of offices might be greater than at present, but they 
would be of more uniform size. Unused corridor space would be reduced, arid access panels 
would be provided for safety and ease of maintenance of centralized electrical, 
communications, air-conditioning and water and sewerage systems. There could be additional 
wings to the main building or separate satellite buildings for the conference rooms, 
cafeteria or library. Adequate parking, delivery and working space would be needed• Parcels 
of available real estate of 5000 m^ have been considered, but the Regional Consultative 
Committee recommended that the land for the Regional Office should be not less than 
10 000 m 2. 

12. There would be certain advantages to staff living in Cairo instead of Alexandria. These 
include： improved travel, mail and communications； more social recreational opportunities； 
wider choice of good schools for children; less risk of (Cairo/Alexandria) travel 
accidents. On the other hand, Alexandria has a more pleasant climate in summer, and is 
located by the sea. Many general service staff already have homes and families in 
Alexandria, and it is anticipated that at least half of them would not wish to move to Cairo 
and would be separated following a move of the Office. 

13. In the event of a decision to transfer the Regional Office to Cairo a task force would 
be established to plan and implement the move. New general service staff would be recruited 
and trained. Transitional assistance would be provided to help find housing, schooling, 
etc. During a period of parallel functioning of both Cairo and Alexandria offices some 
decrease in productivity would be expected. 

14. Financial implications. As a result of inflation and change in the rate of exchange of 
the Egyptian pound against the US dollar it has been necessary to revise some of the cost 
estimates previously reported to the Regional Consultative Committee and the Regional 
Committee. Depending on the size and quality of construction, and finishing, the one-time 
cost of ail entirely new building in the Cairo or Heliopolis area would be of the order of 
US$ 2 500 000 一 US$ 2 750 000 for the "minimum" accommodation, or US$ 3 000 000 一 

US¿ 3 500 000 for the "optimal" accommodation, at today1 s prices. Alternatively, premises 
might be rented for US$ 275 000 一 US$ 500 000 per annum, but this would be payable each year 
from regional allocation under the WHO regular budget, and is not recommended. 

15• As a result of elimination of the need for travel between Cairo and Alexandria there 
would be savings in travel costs - estimated at US$ 300 000 per year for staff members, 
dependants, and consultants, and US$ 25 000 per year for representatives of Member States. 

16. The one-time cost of relocating staff from Alexandria to Cairo is estimated at 
US$ 1 400 000, including removal, installation or terminal payments. Owing to the higher 
cost of living and post adjustment in Cairo compared with Alexandria, the additional cost of 
maintaining professional and general service staff in Cairo is estimated at USJ 747 000 per 
year. 
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17. The higher continuing costs of professional staff in Cairo, in particular rental 
subsidies (US$ 305 000), could be avoided if the Organization were to provide or construct a 
residential building at a one-time cost of US¿ 750 000 一 USÍ 1 000 000, borrowed from the 
Real Estate Fund, which could be repaid in five to seven years from rental charges. 

Basic alternative 2: Remain in Alexandria in new or expanded premises 

18. The second basic alternative which has been discussed with officials of the Egyptian 
Government is to continue to have the Regional Office located in Alexandria, in new or 
additional premises; several options are under consideration. 

19. One option would be to construct an addition to the existing Regional Office building on 
or over the land directly behind the present building, now occupied by a cross-street and a 
little-used summer theatre. The Regional Director and Minister of Health of Egypt have made 
this proposal to the Minister of Culture and the Municipal Government of Alexandria. Such a 
new modular construction extension, or separate annex adjacent to the main building, could be 
built using modern materials and technology, to house the conference rooms and library, and 
to make up the difference between existing and desired space as indicated in paragraph 8. 
The advantage of this option is that it would permit continued use of the existing main 
building, with minimum cost and inconvenience to the Organization and staff, although ongoing 
maintenance would continue to be difficult. 

20. Another option would be to move into entirely new premises in Alexandria - for example, 
in a modern high-rise office building in the city. The Plaza building, for example, has 
space available with approximately 1800 m^ per floor; thus the Regional Office could 
occupy up to three floors. Elevators and parking space are available. Or a smaller number 
of offices could be used while the existing Regional Office is retained - although the 
inadequacy of separated locations has already been rioted. Such additional space could be 
obtained on either a purchase or a rental basis. A shuttle service would still be needed if 
the locations were widely separated. 

21. These options under basic alternative 2 would solve the space requirements problem of 
the Regional Office but they would not by themselves solve the travel and communications 
problems referred to in paragraph 10 above. However, as a partial answer to these problems 
the telephone and other communications facilities of the Regional Office are being improved, 
although difficulties are still being faced, and discussions are taking place with several 
airlines to encourage international flights to stop at Alexandria airport and to obtain 
discounts on airfares for WHO. 

22. Financial implications. Depending on the particular circumstances (such as whether it 
is necessary to build over the existing summer theatre), the construction of ail additional 
annex behind the present Regional Office building, to provide the net space required as 
indicated in paragraph 8, would entail a one-time cost of the order of US$ 1 500 000 -
usá 1 800 000 for the "minimum" accommodation, or USÍ 2 000 000 一 US$ 2 250 000 for the 
"optimal" accommodation, at today's prices. 

23. The option of purchasing floorspace in a modern high-rise office building in Alexandria 
would entail a one-time cost of US$ 2 700 000 per 1800 m2. Alternatively, a rental might 
be considered by the proprietors if the Organization paid three to four years in advance. 
Rentals elsewhere in the city of Alexandria are US¿ 5 per square metre, per month, or 
USÍ 300 000 per year for 5000 m^; this would be payable each year from the regional 
allocation under the WHO regular budget. 

24. Finally, if the Regional Office were to remain in its present building extra office 
space could be rented at approximately US$ 1500 per year for a small office room. Separate 
conference facilities for the Regional Committee could be made available at the larger hotels 
in Alexandria for a cost to the Organization of about US$ 500 per week; conference 
facilities are provided free-of-charge if delegates stay at the hotel. Separate conference 
facilities are less convenient than those within the Regional Office. 

Decision of the Regional Committee: To extend the Regional Office building in Alexandria 

25. At its thirty-fourth session, in October 1987, the Regional Committee considered that 
the time had coiae to expand and improve Regional Office accommodation, commensurate with 
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existing and foreseeable work in the Region. It favoured the relatively cost-effective 
option of extending the present Regional Office building in Alexandria. (See resolution 
EM/RC34/Re15, reproduced in the Annex.) 

26. The Regional Committee reiterated its invitation to Member States to make voluntary 
contributions towards improvement of the Regional Office accommodation. Recognizing the 
difficult financial situation of Member States and of the Organization at the present time, 
the Regional Committee requested the Regional Director to pursue negotiations with the 
Egyptian Government authorities, and decided to submit the proposal for improvement of the 
Regional Office to the Executive Board and the Health Assembly for consideration for 
financing under the Real Estate Fund• 

27. Before a final decision can be taken it is necessary to carry out a detailed 
architectural study and develop plans for the building extension. It is expected that the 
cost of such a detailed study will be of the order of US$ 10 000, and it is proposed to 
finance this study in 1988 from the Real Estate Fund. The detailed design and cost estimates 
will depend on the specific option worked out with national and municipal authorities. The 
Regional Director cannot pursue these negotiations unless there is agreement in principle on 
the part of the Organization, which will then permit substantive negotiation and detailed 
study of the option selected. 

Conclusion 

28. What is required at this stage is the agreement in principle of the Executive Board and 
Health Assembly for the Regional Director to pursue negotiations with the Egyptian 
authorities for the extension of the Regional Office building in Alexandria, and to carry out 
a detailed architectural and planning study in 1988, at an estimated cost of US$ 10 000, to 
be financed from the Real Estate Fund. The results will be reported to the Regional 
Committee, Executive Board and Health Assembly before a final decision is taken on the 
matter, on the basis of such plans and cost estimates. 
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ANNEX 

RESOLUTION EM/RC34/R.15 ADOPTED BY THE REGIONAL COMMITTEE FOR THE 
EASTERN MEDITERRANEAN AT ITS THIRTY-FOURTH SESSION 

REGIONAL OFFICE ACCOMMODATION： REAL ESTATE FUND 

The Regional Committee, 

Having considered the report of the Regional Director on accommodation for the Regional 
Office for the Eastern Mediterranean, including assessment of the current situation and 
possible options 

Being concerned by the inadequacy of existing facilities and, in particular, the 
insufficiency of office, conference room and other working space in the present Regional 
Office building in Alexandria, 

Being mindful of the difficult financial situation facing the Organization and Member 
States at the present time, 

Recognizing the need to have adequate Regional Office facilities to support health 
development in Member States of the Region, 

1. CONSIDERS that the time has come to expand and improve Regional Office accommodation to 
be commensurate with existing and foreseeable work in the Eastern Mediterranean Region; 

2. FAVOURS the relatively cost-effective option of extending the present Regional Office 
building in Alexandria, to be financed within the financial capability of the Organization 
from the Real Estate Fund; 

3. THANKS the Government of Egypt for the facilities and services it has so kindly placed 
at the disposal of the Region in the past, and for its cooperation in facilitating 
arrangements for future improvement of the Regional Office; 

4. REQUESTS the Regional Director to pursue negotiations in accordance with this resolution 
and to submit the proposal for improvement of the Regional Office to the Executive Board and 
the World Health Assembly for consideration for financing from the Real Estate Fund； 

5. INVITES Executive Board members and Health Assembly delegates from the Eastern 
Mediterranean Region to draw the attention of those bodies to the accommodation requirements 
of the Regional Office; 

6. INVITES contributions from Member States intended for the improvement of Regional Office 
accommodation, thereby supporting health development in the Eastern Mediterranean Region. 

Document EM/RC34/18. 


